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Fact Magazine is a well-established urban culture and lifestyle magazine published regionally since 2004, 
with titles across the GCC, FACT Qatar is a division of Nans Group Publishing, which also published Ohlala, 
Ohlala Arabia and Hadag magazines across the region. Nans Group Publishing is also the organiser of the 
FACT Dining Awards celebrating the best in the food industry. The FACT Dining Awards Doha, known for 

celebrating the best restaurants in the country now enters its  6th year.

ONLINE
PLATFORMS 

FACTQATAR.COM is one of the most 
comprehensive lifestyle website in the Qatar. 
FACT readers know how to have a good time 
- their main reasons for visiting the website 
are “to plan a night out” and “to find out 
what’s on”. Because they are actively seeking 
information about how to spend their free time 
and disposable income they are highly receptive 
to relevant advertising messages. FACT digital 
platforms offer a variety of digital online solutions 
to cater to your requirements (Web banners, 
EDMs, online contests etc.).

DIGITAL AWARDS PRINT

AWARDS
FACT Award was established in 
2013 in Doha to acknowledge, 
reward and celebrate excellence 
across all key sectors of the 
hospitality industry. Today, the 
FACT Awards brand is recognised 
regionally as the ultimate hallmark of 
industry excellence. The FACT Dining 
Awards gala ceremony is regarded 
as milestone event in the industry 
calendar, attended by the industry’s 
key decision makers as well as key 
consumer media and influencers.

MAGAZINE 
Read in-depth coverage of the 
city’s local talent, arts and cultural 
activities. We put great emphasis 
on covering the hospitality and 
dining scene, hidden hotspots and 
events happening in Qatar. You’ll get 
the best travel stories, fashion and 
beauty must-haves and exclusive 
interviews too. We aim to highlight 
and support local exhibitions and 
community initiatives that will benefit 

our readers.

D A M

FACT IS A MULTIPLATFORM 
MEDIA BRAND



SOCIAL MEDIA  
 & ONLINE

FACT prides itself on being one step ahead of its competitors when it 
comes to social media and reader interaction. FACT Qatar edition has 
already established itself in the digital world with an active presence 

on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Here, the team talk with readers, 
support clients, and run the magazine’s now famous giveaways. 

Our brand new website www.factqatar.com packages all the best featuresfrom 
print, as well as all the latest events and happenings in Qatar.

Twitter 
@FACTMagazineME is on its way 
to building a reputable following, 

through fun and interesting tweets 
on a daily basis.

Facebook 
FACT Qatar’s Facebook page 
is used to promote events and 

dining offers, as well as to 
interact with readers and clients. 

Instagram 
@factqatar we post pictures of unusual 
finds, foodie hotspots, and the content 
from our latest issue, tagging clients 

and using appropriate hashtags.

Issuu
This online platform provides a sneak 

peek into the latest issue with the 
magazine getting up to 50,000 unique 

visitors and reads, monthly.

EXCLUSIVE 
VIDEOS

FACT creates exclusive video 
content for advertising clients to 

share and promote across ALL of 
our social media channels. This can 
be a themed night or brunch visit, 
a room review or even a special 
event. We’ll film, edit and post!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
WWW.FACTQATAR.COM



www.factqatar.com is the ultimate go-to source for all things local in Qatar. First for arts, cultural happenings, fashion, tech, 
motoring, dining, hospitality and travel, FACT prides itself on being fiercely local, bringing informative features directly to our 

readers in the most fun and energetic way possible. Get all the latest at your fingertips on our brand new website.

DIGITAL RATE CARD

TOP
LEADERBOARD

LOWER
LEADERBOARD

MPU
BANNER 

VERTICAL
RECTANGLE

WWW.FACTQATAR.COM

HOMEPAGE PLATFORM
TOP LEADERBOARD  728 x 90 pixels | Max file size 70kb   Qar 5,500
LOWER LEADERBOARD 728 x 90 pixels | Max file size 70kb   Qar 5,000
VERTICAL RECTANGLE BANNER 220 X 550 PIXELS | MAX FILE SIZE 70KB Qar 5,000
MPU BANNER 468 x 60 pixels | Max file size 35kb    Qar 4,000

BESPOKE EDM TO 32,000 EMAIL IDS

ONE EDM   32,000 EMAIL   Qar 3,200 (Qar 100 CPM) 

  ADVERTISING RATES & DISCOUNTS 1 MONTH

Email Communications are mailed to our members and previous Awards voters.
EDM to our Qatar database 32,000+ Email IDs (subscribers + previous voters) organically grown over 5 years.
We receive strong open rates, averaging at 7% - 12%.

specifications:
- JPG Image artwork - no larger than 1MB
- Copy and images are required minimum of 7 working days before date to be sent
- Provide email subject line heading
- Images to be supplied in highest resolution possible
- Multiple links are possible and should result in a higher CTR
- Ensure one link in first paragraph to engage readers



 MONTHLY INCOME

QR 20,000 +

CIRCULATION

12,000 
(copies per month) 

READERSHIP

130,000

TARGET AUDIENCE

30%
LOCAL

70%
EXPATRIATE

READERS’ INTERESTSGENDER DISTRIBUTION

55%
Female

AGE DISTRIBUTION

10%
Under 20 yrs

45%
20 – 30 yrs

35%
30 – 40 yrs

10%
40+ yrs

45%
Male

 15%
Fashion & 

Beauty

35%
Hospitality
& Dining

20%
Art & Culture

10%
Motoring

& Technology

 20%
Travel & 

Staycations

READERSHIP 
PROFILE

FACT Magazine is designed and edited to specifically target the urban, 
local and expatriate community in Qatar that makes a large part of the 

mass consumer market. Our research shows that our readers are:



EDITORIAL
FACT Qatar is the city’s first metropolitan culture magazine boasting 

international standards of design, as well as unparalleled editorial integrity. 
A fiercely local publication with a sophisticated edge, the magazine has 
in-depth coverage of Qatar’s arts, fashion, culture, motoring, and dining, 
alongside all the best events, delivering probing features and up-to-date 

news from Doha. Combined with a discerning review system by our team 
of experts, readers will never need to look elsewhere for all their lifestyle, 

retail and entertainment needs.  
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“We see concepts as 
objects, and techniques 
as containers: the 
former is fundamental; 
the latter is incidental.”

Although what we can see in 

Zheng Lu’s work is a symphony 

of shapes and characters, spaces, 

light and shadows, one can easily imagine the 

tremendous workload among the characters’ 

transcriptions, trans-printing and re-grouping, 

as well as the cutting, welding and polishing of 

metals. Zheng Lu may be one of the few artists 

who keep their hands dirty while making art, 

which no doubt is a precious thing. 

Art since the 20th century, from the early 

Avant-garde to the later Conceptualism, seems 

to have already experienced a complete cycle: 

from cancelling motifs, back to the media nature 

of art itself, then moving towards an emphasis 

on reality and conceptual nature. Today, we 

appear to have already entered an era of pan-

conceptualism, we pay attention to what the 

artists are saying, but rarely care about how they 

say it. We see concepts as objects, and techniques 

• ARTS SPOTLIGHT

“

as containers: the former is fundamental; the 

latter is incidental. 

The pursuit of a conceptual foundation, on 

one hand, has made art obtain its focus on the 

philosophy of the world and reality; on the other 

hand, this has pushed the system of today’s art 

production into a muddle of utilitarianism. When 

we are so pleased with the artists’ narratives 

of Conceptualism, we more or less ignore the 

necessity of an artist’s techniques and the 

existence of his bare hands; thus, we find the 

hands of artists are getting cleaner; therefore, 

the art is getting easier. Perhaps because of 

this, we can see numerous solo exhibitions, 

group exhibitions, biennials, triennials, art fairs 

and auctions taking place on a daily basis. We 

are surrounded by a flood of catalogues and 

irresponsible criticisms.
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ARTS SPOTLIGHT •
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A
lthough it may seem lie Kia Motors 

have only been around for a relatively 

short period of time, in truth, the 

South Korean based automobile 

manufacturers have been producing 

cars since 1973. Their offerings may have begun as 

simple, safe and value packed vehicles, however they 

have advanced their creations to a standard that can 

comfortably compete with other premium sedans in 

their segment. The all-new 2018 Kia Stinger is a prime 

example of just how far Kia’s ingenuity and style have 

evolved.

Designed in Frankfurt and developed on the 

Nürburgring, the precision German influence on the 

Stinger is obvious in both appearance and performance. 

This GT 4 Dr Sedan with a lift back feature claims to 

have high performance abilities on the road and comes 

complete with extraordinary safety features. With all 

that in mind, we at fact were most excited to see what 

this new brand of automobile had to offer.

Upon our initial outer body inspection, it was 

immediately obvious this car’s design is performance 

orientated and out right stylish. From front on, the 

corporate Kia tiger nose grille demands attention as its 

broad shoulders hint at the power hidden underneath 

its shapely hood. The design and positioning of the 

attractive LED headlights add to its authoritative 

appearance, whilst functional front vents not only 

contribute towards its sporty presence, but add 

value through the cooling of the breaks, forming an 

air curtain. Shifting our attention to the sides, the 

existence of further functional air vents confirmed 

the intentions of the designers to ensure this car is 

equipped for maximum performance. The sweeping 

lines of the body flow effortlessly from front to back 

highlighting the length of the vehicle. It is noticeably 

longer than its closest competitors such as the BMW 

4 Series and Audi A5. The Stinger comes with 18” 

wheels complete with Brembo dual calliper disc brakes, 

providing both safety and control. The rear boasts an 

integrated spoiler, adding to the sportiness of the car 

and we were most impressed by the design of the quad 

outlet exhaust system.

Slipping inside the cabin revealed to us just how low 

the Stinger sits. It was immediately obvious the cabin 

is both driver focussed and stylish. The materials used 

all appeared to be high quality and expensive. GT 

badges embroidered in the headrests add a touch of 

class and it was obvious the imminent drive was to be a 

comfortable one. The layout is one of functionality and 

convenience, with everything seeming to sit exactly 

where it is most accessible. There is enough storage 

space to satisfy everyday requirements and cup holders 

are present for your convenience. The infotainment 

system is not overly complicated and we had no 

problem navigating through its features which include 

a simple backup camera and parking assist. Due to the 

extra length of the vehicle, there is ample leg room in 

the back for three adults to sit comfortably. The boot 

offers 23 cubic feet of space, expanding to 40 cubic feet 

when the back seats are laid down.

• CITY RIDES ISLAND RIDES •

Kia Motors demand attention with 
their latest offering, solidifying 
themselves as contenders in the 
premium sedan segment.

LISTEN UP
FACT FINDS, SOCIAL MEDIA, LOCAL NEWS, 

SCOOP, EVENTS CALENDAR

TRAVEL 
HOTEL HOTSPOTS, GLOBETROTTER, 
24 HOURS IN, STAYCATION SPOTS

TECHNOLOGY
PLUGGED-IN, APPS, GADGET REVIEWS

ARTS & CULTURE
EXHIBITIONS, REVIEWS, Q&A, INTERVIEWS, 

SPOTLIGHT, LOCAL TALENT

MOTORING
CITY RIDES, CAR TEST DRIVES, MOTORING 

NEWS, EXCLUSIVE PRESS LAUNCHES
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WITH A MODERN INDIAN TWIST, Gymkhana takes a lot of 

pride in perfecting Indian cuisine, which remains its focal 

point for the Qatar National Day celebrations as well. Chef 

Aditya Raj has worked with his team to come up with specials 

taking inspiration from, and utilising, local ingredients in 

Indian recipes, driving innovation and excitement to the table.

Food highlights include: Chickpea and Lamb Soup 

– Chef’s own version of Harira soup using local 

ingredients like chickpeas and tomatoes, flavored 

with coriander roots, roasted cumin, ginger and basil. 

 Chicken Vermicelli Soup – Classic chicken consommé 

simmered with soft vermicelli and chicken cubes. Creamy 

corn kernels and garlic infused olive oil are added in to uplift 

the texture and flavours. 

Then there’s Murgh Fatoush Salad – Tender slices of warm 

malai tikka served alongside the famous Levant salad 

“fatoush”. Mix lettuce, onions, cumin pomegranate dressing, 

baby radish and fresh mint. The Rubiyan Salad is the most 

Gymkhana’s National Day Feast

famous shrimp and potato salad of the Arab World. Made 

of Gulf shrimps, locally grown tomatoes, lettuce leaves and 

topped with a hot and sweet dressing and lime juice. 

Also available for hungry diners is Kandhari Lamb Chops, 

Tandoori Sheesh Kebab, Iranian Jujeh Kebab, and Murgh 

Akhdir Kebab, perfect for the carnivores of the family. 

For dessert, the Roz-bel-haleeb – Almond and saffron rice 

pudding is delicious, whilst an Indian version of rose flavored 

kesari kheer will give you all the happy feels. Baklawa– served 

with homemade camel milk ice-cream is also another choice. 

Prices are as per a la carte menu and Gymkhana is open for 

National Day dinner from 6pm to midnight! ✤

• CHECK IT OUT

FACT FINDS

QATAR NATIONAL DAY IS CELEBRATED REMEMBERING THE UNIFICATION OF THE 
COUNTRY IN 1878. AT GYMKHANA, YOU’LL JOIN IN THE FESTIVITIES OF THIS BLISSFUL 

DAY WITH A  DISTINCTIVE MENU WHICH CONNECTS LOCAL ARABIC FOOD WITH INDIAN 
SPECIALS, GIVING YOUR DAY A BEAUTIFUL TWIST.

GO: VISIT GYMKHANA AT AL JOMROK HOTEL,  SOUQ 
WAQIF. CALL 4038 5328 FOR RESERVATIONS AND MORE 
INFORMATION. 
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QATAR’S VERY FIRST FOREVER ROSE boutique has officially 

opened in the luxurious Al Hazm Mall in Doha, cementing the 

notion of everlasting love for those passionate about romance 

and luxury. 

Founded in London, Forever Rose has emerged as a purveyor 

of the world’s finest roses, first developing a name amongst 

high society for its luxurious, customised floral artistry 

throughout the royal palaces of Europe. 

Derived from the mineral rich volcanic soils of Ecuador in 

South America, Forever Roses set themselves apart with their 

uniquely strong petals which grow up to ten times thicker 

and five times larger than any other blooms available on the 

market. 

Without the need for water or sunlight, these outstanding 

roses retain their striking natural beauty forever when 

protected in the glass dome, as seen on the signature Bella or 

three years and beyond for the stunning ‘open air’ roses, such 

as The Rose Cube. Further to the iconic glass cased Bella’s 

and long lasting arrangements, the company also supplies 

freshly cut garden roses alongside a range of other luxury 

gifting items such as an exclusive in-house women’s and 

men’s fragrances and a gorgeous bespoke range of Forever 

Rose bespoke diamond jewellery.   

If you love flowers, this is sure to become your go-to florist! ✤

GO: VISIT FOREVER 
ROSE IN AL HAZM MALL. 
CALL 5513 1333 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION.

• LISTEN UP

BLOOMING BEAUTIFUL

fact magazine fact magazine42 43

A
fter touching down in Doha in the early hours of 
the morning, my body was aching to sleep and 
I was concerned about how swiftly my check-in 
would be. I needn’t have worried as when I arrived 
some cheery fellow assisted me with my bags and 

guided me to their 24hr reception desk. Any previous concerns 
running around my head were swiftly quashed as I was advised of 
the breakfast timings and politely directed to my rooms location in 
which the concierge happily handled my belongings.

My Club King Room was located in the newer part of the hotel 
and I have to say, it was great! I instantly clocked the 40-inch flat 
screen TV that adorned the wall and noted that it was equipped with 
cable channels. Although I had a run-down at reception there was 
also detailed materials in the room notifying me that my room came 
with free continental breakfast, afternoon coffee and tea as well as 
evening hors d’oeuvres. The king-size bed was definitely calling my 
name and I allowed myself to drift away into a deep slumber. 

As I awoke I had a mild feeling of pride that I was able to navigate 
the alarm clock in such a tired stupor, but, everything including the 
lighting panels were straightforward and effective. Looking at my 
room with refreshed eyes I was more appreciative of how modern 
and spacious it was. There was a separate toilet from the bathroom 
area which is always a plus alongside a separate wet room with a 
huge shower area next to an oversized bath. 

• STAYCATION SPOTLIGHT STAYCATION SPOTLIGHT •

LOCATED ON DOHA’S LONGEST 
PRIVATE BEACH, FACT ’S GREG HUGHES 
ENJOYED A FLEETING STAYCATION AT 

INTERCONTINENTAL DOHA AND HE 
UNDERSTANDABLY DIDN’T WANT TO LEAVE 

THE RESORT’S CHARMING GRASP.

AN 
ICONIC 

LANDMARK 
IN THE HEART OF 

DOHA
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If you’re looking for cool calculator 
replacements, efficient math reference tools 
or just some good old playing with numbers- 
Photomath is your new best friend! Designed 

for the times when you can’t be bothered 
to write down an equation or problem, 

Photomath gets you out of your dilemma 
with a simple snap. Just snap a picture of your 
math problem and let the app’s handwriting 
recognition and camera calculator give you 
an answer with step-by-step solutions. The 

app supports basic arithmetic, fractions, 
trigonometry and so much more! 

Keep up with your favourite podcasts! 
Combining style and function with an 
attractive design, the app showcases 

subscribed podcasts in a hassle-free tile 
format. While a smart playlisting feature 

helps you sort and categorise your 
downloaded content for efficient listening. 

The app also includes video podcast support, 
auto-downloading and automatic cleanup 

of downloaded episodes to keep storage in 
check. The app’s cross-platform nature also 
allows it to easily sync between devices and 

OS’s. Happy streaming, everyone! 

APP-LICIOUS
LET’S SEE WHAT’S ON THE 

SMARTPHONE AGENDA FOR 
NOVEMBER…

Photomath Pocket Casts 

• PLUGGED-IN

The latest chatter in the world of smartphones has been dominated 
by a certain brand that takes its name from a fruit – and we can all 
agree that there has been way too much commentary on said over-
hyped phone. So, in the bid to keep things fresh and up-to-date, 
we’re bringing you news of a brand new device that offers a not 
only a user-friendly experience but also a tech first.
Bringing uniqueness and personalisation to the forefront, Alcatel’s 
A5 LED puts you in charge of how you want to show off your 
personality through your best friend a.k.a your smartphone, 
with a dazzling array of LED light shows. You can light up your 
notifications with a different light show for important calls, 
messages, alarms and social media alerts – yes, that’s right – make 
your insta notifications bling and choose a colour of warning for 
those annoying calls from colleagues.
You can even light up your life using Color Catcher 2.0 by creating 
unique LED cover patterns and themes for a different look as often 
as you like. Take it one step further and light up your imagination 
with an eye-catching personalised show, which includes lighting up 
your music too – the light moves with your tunes, switching with a 
simple shake. Talk about party for one!
And don’t let the dazzling nature of LED fool you into thinking that 
you don’t get any other tech-savvy benefits. The A5 LED also gives 
you a great multimedia experience. It has fast 4G LTE connectivity 

and an octa-core processor that ensures photos, games, and 
movies load smoothly to the large 5.2-inch HD display. 
If you like taking selfies for your Snapchat or Instagram stories, 
you’re going to LOVE the 5 MP front camera with selfie flash for 
brighter shots – even in low light – so next time your highlighter’s 
on fleek or you’re fresh out the barber’s shop, you know the A5 
LED has got your back for your next social media post.
On top of that, Alcatel has incorporated great features like Face Beauty 
software for flawless images and Face Show, which lets you turn your 
selfies into personalised video clips for extra fun. There’s also a 13 MP 
rear camera with dual-tone flash. Plus, you can enjoy Private Mode, 
with a different sign-in to protect your hidden photos and apps.
You don’t have to worry about keeping the A5 LED with you all 
the time because the device fits comfortably in the palm of your 
hand thanks to its ergonomic design that boasts a slim profile and 
rounded edges. Sleek, stylish and full of the latest tech – YES! ✤

SHINE BRIGHT WITH
ALCATEL’S A5 LED

Alcate l  has launched the A5 LED – the world’s  first 
interactive LED-covered smartphone,  de l ivering an 
innovative experience for young,  energetic 
entertainment seekers.  FAC T explores…

PLUGGED-IN •

GO: THE ALCATEL A5 LED IS PRICED FROM AED899 AND IS 
AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE FROM ALL MAJOR ELECTRONIC 
STORES. VISIT WWW.ALCATEL-MOBILE.COM FOR MORE 
INFORMATION.



FACT Qatar aims to be the ultimate source of information, advice and 
happenings in the Doha. Hospitality clients will have the opportunity 

for editorial support through food features and venue reviews. Fashion 
clients will get maximum collection exposure. FACT Qatar creates a 

great balance between editorial and client support. 
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• ENTREPRENEUR 101

LOCAL TALENT  
FACT FOCUS, COMMUNITY, YOUNG 

ENTREPRENEURS, LOCAL PROJECTS

HOSPITALITY & HEALTH
SPA REVIEW, WEEKEND SPOTLIGHT, HOTEL 

HOTSPOT, HEALTH ADVICE

HOME & FURNISHING
HOME STYLE, INTERIORS, FURNITURE

DINING
VENUE REVIEW, CHEF’S TABLE, CITY BITES, 
CULINARY SPOTLIGHT, FOODIE CORNER

EDITORIAL
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• BEAUTY CHECKLIST

Fenty Beauty
PRO FILT’R SOFT MATTE 

LONGWEAR FOUNDATION

The amazingly diverse longwear 
foundation employs the right 

balance of tone and texture 
to make foundation work on 
every skin type. The ultimate 

photo filter in foundation form 
is available in 40 boundary-

breaking shades that are 
made with climate-adaptive 

technology and won’t clog pores. 
Feels just like second skin!  

Marc Jacobs
COCONUT BASE UNDER 
(COVER) PRIMER FOR EYELIDS

Make the most of your gorgeous 
eye shadow! Formulated with 
coconut and amaranth extracts, 
the luxurious crease-proof 
eyeshadow primer locks in colour 
for up to 12 hours. Silica spheres 
and bark extract help absorb oil 
and deliver a perfecting effect, 
while the innovative gel polymer 
helps your eyes look impeccable 
and bright all day!

Kat Von D Beauty
SHADE+LIGHT CREAM CONTOUR 

PALETTE

Sculpt and highlight your face for the Gods! 
The first-ever 24-hour wear, high pigment 

formula melts effortlessly into the skin 
for the most natural coverage. Featuring 

Too Faced
MELTED LATEX- HIGH GLOSS 
LIQUEFIED LIPSTICK

Bid adieu to matte lips and say 
hello to intense shine! A high-
shine lipstick in a liquefied form, 
it redefines the lips with a juicy 
shine and the vibrancy of a 
hairspray. Exclusive technology 
keeps the high-gloss lipstick in a 
liquid state, while the ultra-rich 
and saturated pigments provide 
vivid colour. Available in a number 
of stunning shades! 

Becca
SOFT LIGHT FOAMING POWDER FIXER

Shine like an A-lister! The powder free 
and ultra-soft fixer acts as a veil to blur 

blemishes while setting your makeup 
with a subtle radiance. The microfine, airy 

powder contains microspheres that help 

Tarte
GIFTED AMAZONIAN CLAY 
SMART MASCARA

Get the long, fluttery lashes 
of your dreams! The vegan, 
naturally “gifted” mascara 
replenishes lashes by making 
them stronger and healthier with 
every application. Enriched with 
natural waxes and conditioners, 
the mascara helps boost 
thickness, length and contour, 
while vitamin C and Amazonian 
clay treat and replenish. 

BeautyEssentials
AS WINTER KICKS IN, NEW SKINCARE AND MAKE UP IS NEEDED TO FRESHEN UP YOUR 

EVERY DAY LOOK!

1 2

3 4

5 6

3 contour shades and 
3 highlighter shades in 
neutral, cool and warm 
undertones, the palette 

is the perfect companion 
to the original Powder 

Contour Palette.  

diffuse imperfections 
while smoothing and 

unifying the complexion. 
Use as the last step in 
your makeup routine 

or during the day for a 
fresh-faced look! 

FASHION AND BEAUTY
COLLECTION FOCUS, STYLE ROUND UP, LOCAL 

DESIGNERS, BEAUTY CHECKLIST
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I
n what could be described as every child’s dream, 
May Mahmoud has grown up surrounded by 
chocolates and sweets – her family’s business, 
Tariq Pastries, which was established in 1983 
has grown to have six much-loved locations in 

Bahrain. Naturally, the exposure to this sweet world 
allowed May to develop a taste for fine ingredients and 
unusual flavour combinations from a very young age.
“Years later, I lived in Paris where I trained as a pastry 
chef at the Cordon Bleu to learn many of the classic 
techniques involved in pastry and chocolate making,” 
May tells us. “It was very much a period of learning 
for me. Paris is a laboratory of ideas when it comes 
to confectionary and I would spend my days exploring 
the offerings at the city’s many patisseries that would 
combine exotic flavours from all over the world; like 
Darjeeling infused éclairs at Fauchon or Matcha 
flavored confections at Toraya.”
Through these worldly experiences, May realised just 
how food can serve as a bridge between cultures. Upon 
her return to Bahrain, she started her own business of 
creating custom cakes and pastries for private events, 
specifically treats that combined local flavours such as 
rose water, pistachio, saffron and cardamom with the 
French pastry techniques she had learned in Paris.
“But, over time I also began to think about making 
that cross-cultural culinary experience accessible to a 
broader audience, and for me the chocolate bar was 
the perfect starting point,” May explains. “In addition to 
being a universal shared experience, it also lends itself 
to experimentations in flavors and cultural fusions.”
Bare Chocolates came to life based on this idea. As a 
classic entrepreneurial story, it was a dream shared 
between May and her brother Tariq. 

With its funky packaging and eco-friendly ethos, Bare Chocolates has become one of Bahrain’s 
biggest and most popular home-grown ventures. FACT’s Shabana Adam caught up with 

May Mahmoud, the lady behind the fair trade business, to learn more about this artisanal 
chocolatey yumminess.

BARE 
CHOCOLATES

ENTREPRENEUR 101 • 
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River  Island 
AW17

DON’T CLONE IT,  OWN IT – WITH A STYLE MOTTO SO STRONG, IT’S 
NO WONDER THAT THIS HIGH STREET FAVOURITE HAS A NEW SEASON 

COLLECTION TO BLOW YOUR WARDROBES AWAY.

fact magazine fact magazine80 81

SO BLUSH

CANDLE IN THE WIND

It’s no secret… Blush is the 
new Black!  The new heavenly 

collection from Maisons du 
Monde welcomes winter with 

powdery shades, metallic tones, 
cute animal inspired decorations 
and timeless romance to warm 
the house this season. The soft 

and pale pink-peach colours with 
a nude tone infuse a space with 
a calming sophisticated effect  

and contemporary elegant vibe. 
Used on walls, flooring, textiles 

or tableware, here are some 
pieces that will go beautifully in 

your home this season.

The winter season is all about cute candles dotted around the home to create a 
cosy and intimate vibe. Check out our pick of beautiful tea light holders to bring 

some warmth into your abode…
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T
he Moroccan Bath popularly known as Hammam Maghrabi is an age-old 

traditional cleansing ritual practiced by the Moroccans, which is popular 

across the Middle East. This ritual is done to clean and soften the skin. It also 

helps to relax the body, improve blood circulation and release stress. What’s 

even better is that you can indulge in this treatment right here in Doha. 

We visit Heavenly Spa located at The Westin Doha Hotel & Spa to experience the 60-minute 

Hammam Ritual introducing one of the new products from the AMRA collection: Caviar 

Hydrating.

AMRA has captured the hydrating, nourishing and restoring properties of Caviar in this 

collection. The cosmetic properties of Caviar have been known for thousands of years, 

research studies revealed that Caviar promotes skin rejuvenation and hydration due 

to the chemical composition of Caviar cells. The cells are very similar to that of young 

epidermal cells, with large proportions of essential fatty acids, amino acids, mineral salts, 

vitamin B, zinc and iron. 

We are first guided into the Moroccan bathroom facilities at Heavenly Spa, our therapist 

started the Hammam ritual with an invigorating massage using AMRAN Caviar soap, an 

extremely soft soap in semi- solid gel form. The soap has a woody amber fragrance with 

distinct top notes of lemon and mint. The Caviar Hydrating collection contains essential 

oils of Orange, Lemon, Mandarin, Lavender, Spearmint, Peppermint, Patchouli, Cypress, 

Juniper, Schinus Molle and Cardamom.

We are then allowed to lie down in the Hamman bathroom for 10 minutes allowing the 

steam to open up all our pores. This is the pinnacle moment when the soap starts to work, 

and cleans and softens the your skin. The caviar soap penetrates the skin, making it soft 

and ready to exfoliate. After a thorough rinse with warm water, we are ready for an 

exfoliation scrub that is done using hand-made exfoliating gloves also known as loofah 

to scrub off any dead skin and dirt. Soon after, Caviar body masque is applied, the masque 

is rich sea mineral salts, calcium, phosphorus and vitamins which help to restore the 

natural skin balance, It has beautifying, healing and pacifying effects. The body masque 

is left on the skin for approximately 10 minutes, allowing the body’s impurities to rise to 

the surface. Our therapist also applies a special hair Caviar mask. The room is once again 

filled with hot steam and the masque is rinsed off with warm water after 10 minutes. The 

Moroccan Hammam ritual leaves us feeling completely refreshed and squeaky-clean. ✤

We take you on a quick escape into Doha’s serene 

downtown sanctuary that is Heavenly Spa at The Westin 
Doha Hotel & Spa, to experience the sublime results of a 

traditional Moroccan-style ritual.

To HEAVEN and BACK!

• SPA & WELLNESS

AMRA SKINCARE

AMRA Skincare is the World’s most 
luxurious skincare brand which, has been 

created and developed to exceed the 
expectations of the Spa guest.

From luxury textures to indulgent aromas the client 
is instantly transported on their very own journey. 

They have created world class facials, body 
treatments, Hammam rituals and signature 

treatments that once experienced, the spa guest 
will actively source an AMRA spa.

AMRA products are a fusion of the World’s most 
precious ingredients that are natural, sustainable 
and ethically sourced, combined with the very 

latest skincare science.

GO: VISIT HEAVENLY SPA AT THE WESTIN DOHA HOTEL & SPA. CALL 4492 1555 FOR 
RESERVATIONS AND MORE INFORMATION.
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I
’m often told how difficult it is to 

keep up with the ever-evolving 

dining scene in Doha with 

new restaurants opening up 

all the time and existing ones 

rebranding under a different guise. The 

Santa Monica Breakfast Club falls into the 

latter category. I remember dancing to 

R&B hits only a couple of years ago when 

the space used to be the A1 night club 

but it has morphed into a couple of things 

since and in its current manifestation, 

the Grand Hyatt Doha proudly welcome 

you to their new all-day dining venue. It’s 

a large space decorated in Californian 

design with campervans and trailers 

painted on the walls along with other 

emblems of the golden state. From the 

moment you walk in, you know straight 

away it’s the right side of casual. It’s the 

perfect place to spend a chilled evening 

in the company of friends comforted in 

the knowledge that the food does the 

talking for itself.  

The restaurant is laid out in a vast space 

with a quadrangle bar in the middle 

where the salads are prepared and 

breakfast items like eggs, pancakes, 

waffles and crepes get made. At the back 

end of the restaurant behind glass, are 

the grills where the work of the burger 

making gets done. And though they do 

everything well, their burgers are the 

thing you remember most. They can 

really cook a good burger. Some places 

bamboozle you with their never-ending 

options on the menu but here, quality 

trumps quantity. Their number one 

burger is called Prime Time featuring 

gruyere, roast onions, scallions, hash 

browns, one fried free-range egg and 

brioche. Another burger they offer is the 

Black Angus Benedict which is similar to 

prime time but has cheddar instead with 

avocado and tarragon hollandaise with 

the poached free-range egg! It’s kind 

of the concept of breakfast but thinking 

outside the box!

Some places 
bamboozle 
you with their 
never-ending 
options on the 
menu but here, 
quality trumps 
quantity.”

It is a dining venue as synonymous for 

its eggs as it is for its burgers. Their egg 

plates work as well for lunch or dinner as 

they do at breakfast time itself.  The crab 

deluxe is a total hit comprising salt-water 

crab, green asparagus, honey-roasted 

ham, sweet pepper chives and sriracha 

hollandaise on two poached eggs. The 

other memorable dish is unsurprisingly 

the classic salmon which is again two 

poached eggs mounted by Smoked 

Scottish salmon, sauté baby spinach, 

crushed avocado, hollandaise, caper 

dressing and scallion hash brown.  

Their milkshakes are out of this world. My 

vanilla, almond and cinnamon milkshake 

had half a doughnut sat on top of it. 

Dessert lovers will be in heaven when 

their very large and generously sized 

portions are served. Mama’s original 

cheesecake is one of the best I’ve eaten 

in town.  Cookie Heaven is a dessert to 

only eat as a special treat as it comes as 

a very large chocolate chip cookie, vanilla 

ice cream and caramel toasted almonds. 

If you’re up for a real calorific intake, there 

is the dessert that literally embodies this. 

It’s like a giant chocolate sundae - vanilla 

ice cream, caramel and candied walnuts 

with hot fudge as you dig your spoon 

deeper into a long, tall glass.

Decently priced, good service and a warm 

and friendly atmosphere with a strong 

menu where you can trust that every dish 

is of a high standard. Go for it! ✤

FOODIE CORNER •• FOODIE CORNER

“

CALL 4448 1240 FOR 
RESERVATIONS OR 
MORE INFORMATION.
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